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G.M. Adelson-Velskiy, V.L.Arlasarov,
A.G. Uskovi

v PROGRAMME playing chess

0 S,P 'p_ report on the sympsoium "Theory and Computing Methods
YiP^o>^ in the Upper Mantle Problem"

/U^ §1 . Stating the Problem of Composing a
(A "thinking" programme

- The problem of the nature of human thinking and of the possi-
bility to model it is stated long ago. There are no reasons to
have doubts of principal possibility to model the thinking because
it is a type of motion of matter and hence is cognizable as all
such processes. However, an approach to this problem and its
scientific stating' appeared only after the creation of automatic
computers with the programme control and after the wide study of
their possibilities.

c_ Of course, at present there can be no reason of solving the
problem to model thinking. By the authors' opinion this work is
a preliminary study which can be useful in solving this problem.

From the cybernetic viewpoint the thinking is a process of
working ihn information and the main obstacle to construct _ com-
puters or to compose programmes for existing computers which
could solve problems requiring the creative human thinking is that
just the character of such a working on information is not avail-
able.

When studying the processes of working on information in_
thinking it is almost impossible to use recent scientific achieve-
ments. Psychology and physiology of brain do not state this prob-
lem yet. As to the cybernetics, its part devoted to specific
forms of working on information is practically not developed.
Actually, this part of cybernetics is worked out just in the study
of the character of working on information in the thinking.

This study starting practically in the blank space goes on
experimentally.

Computers are constructed or programmes for existing com-
puters with programme control are composed to perform operations
which by the opinion of their authors associate with thinking.
In these investigations the mam tool is programming because it
displays the most resourcefulness. Besides just the experience
in such a progr amming defines which new qualities .an automatic
computer must have to increase its possibilities. The authors
consider it possible to call the above mentioned programmes as
"thinking". This, work is devoted to a description of such a
"thinking" programme - the programme playing chess.

The choice of the problem for which the "thinking" programme
is composed is determined by the author's hypothesis on the
character of the creative thinking.

This hypothesis naturally arose from self-observation in solv
ing mathematical problems (such a self-observation is very diffi-
cult to carry out and it always occurs to be incomplete) . xhis
observation shows that the result of thinking process is an'argu-
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' ment, i.e. a chain of conclusions based logically upon assumptions
which are considered as true before solving the problem and upon
intermediate results obtained in the pre cess of this solving/ It-
can be observed also that in the process of solving one has to
operate with unstrict arguments in which not all assumptions are
proved. However, it is very difficult to determine how assump-
tions are selected in the solving. Particular ;assumptions arisingin solving process are fixed in the memory. Some of them actuallyappear in the solution, another ones occur to be untrue and other
bear no relation with the solution. But all fixed assumptions are
a drop in the ocean amidst all possible assumptions which can
associate with the solution. This leads to the viewpoint thatthe assumptions fix in the memory in result of a preliminary selention carried out mainly in the subconsciousness.

It is necessary to note also that elements of the solution ofthe stated problem are searched associatively (these elements aresearched by association with known solutions of problems or parti-
cular methods of their solving, which are in some sense similar tothe given problem). Besides, most lucky ideas arise in result ofintuition (a sudden dawning).

The authors proceed from a conjecture £hat there does not
exist the intuition as a particular type of thinking, i.e. all una-waited new ideas come in result of a subconscious brain work whichis governed by the same rules as its conscious work available forthe self-observation.

Thus the problem of composing a "thinking" programme is for-
mulated as follows.

To compose a programme for an automatic computor to solve aproblem from a definite field of problems. The solution of the
must arise in result of analysing chains of elementaryoccurrences. These occurrences must be selected from a great num-ber of possible occurrences.

It is necessary to note that anon a character of a "thinking"programme is based upon the authors' assumptions about the charac-ter of the thinking. In general, a programme must be called"thinking" if it realizes an algorithm associated by the composer'sopinion with the thinking or devoted to the solving of a problem
which by the composer's opinion cannot be solved without the
creative thinking.

§ 2. Requirements for the problem to solve which
a "thinking" programme is composed

It is easy to see that the above determination of the "think-
ing" character of a programme has to the considerable extent a sub-
jective character. Thus, starting the work on the specific "think-
ing" programme we must not forget that this work may have nothing
to do with the study of the charachter of the human thinking. Be-
sides, methods to analyse the composed programme and results of its
work for the sake of drawing conclusions about the character of
thinking are not available.
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■ So the neceosity arises to have objective criteria to evalu-ate the performed work and its results. By the authors' opinion
this leads to the following requirements for the problem to solvewhich a "thinking" programme is composed.

1. The strict algorithm for solving the problem, if itexists, must not be realizable because of the great amount ofmemory or too great number of operations necessary to realizesuch an algorithm (in the last case the programme does not passin time). Otherwise it would be possible to compose an ordinarycomputing programme solving the given problem. Such a programme
to all appearance will have no elements related to process of thethinking. At the same time, if a programmer will compose a pro-gramme founded on the other principles which by his opinion asso-
ciate with the thinking, it will occur to be impossible to deter-mine to which extent elements of the known precise algorithm areused in such a progr amme.

ssides, by the authors' opinion, in this case the evalua-tion of results achieved in such an "unautomatic" programme willbe too subjective.
2. Thus, the considered programme may deliver the so., 'tionof the given problem without the complete foundation of its choiceand this solution may prove to be untrue. In this connection ob-jective criteria of the success must exist in solving the givenproblem. The composed programme must be evaluated on the basisof these criteria. In result. of such an evaluation possibilities

arise to improve the progr amme which can lead, for example, tofinding new methods of working on information or its seleotion.
In particular it follows from this requirement that the pro-gramme must actually work and -deliver results which can be eva-luated by an objective criterion. Thus, an algorithm realized by

a "thinking" programme will not require too great an amount ofmemory .
The problem must not be "hopeless", i.e. there must be possi-

bilities tc obtain from the _rogramme more or less reasonablesolution. Otherwise it v/ill be difficult to make use of the
objective criterion, of .the success** ,~fi. S vat.c the problem* 6f composing .a.,progr amme

From this viewpoint it is obviously not yet time/to prove
one of known unproved theorems.

An objective success criterion for such a programme can beonly the strict prooof of the theorem or construction of a con-tradiction. However the hope to obtain such a result is as yet
too small. Airy other result delivered by such a programme willbe too difficult for an objective evaluation.

The problem to compose a chess programme, i.e. the programmechosing a move in a given position satisfies all these recuire-raents. Indeed, the only known algorithm of finding the best move- the analysis of ali possible variants and chess positions - re-quire for its realization on the most high-speed computers *n un-
conceivable time or an unconceivable amount of memory. Thus pro-grammes realizing this algorithm practically does not pass. It isnecessary to note here that there is a viewpoint about the exis-
tence of quick algorithms modelling subconscious processes in
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al^oritSr.^if 1?? su?\tyPeS of Problems. Finding of such anaigontnu, it it exists-, assuredly associates with the study offv\ewSint 0± t^ thlriki^. The authors do not agree wfth suchThlSmf f
wever > th^e are not enough data to disprove it.me scheme of chess programraes to which this work is devoted canbe used to search and to realize such algorithms; howevlr in ac-cordance with authors' assumptions all the investigations are ncr-Siterion for tih'V the*» v exists fgood^cese

criterion for the chess programme j the evaluation of stronenese 01chosen moves m various positions can bo used as this crittr ion.It is possible to carry out, and they actually were, games ofrro^m^a?!1 JtS ?f^ Pr?f^e d a ma* between the chessprogramme and itself 5 on the grounds of these chess-games con-L'd SaboutTts b:e fl
dkT?i a

t
OUt f 6 Gh «?****"Sness of tnT^gTammetramte \t"iTf^J 3fM P? s4bilities t0 imP*°ve this pro-

b
w Ju *

Alu st t?e samples of chess-games given in this workshow that the problem is not "hopeless"?. In these chese-gales
4th SSS^th? tt Wh°le fM* oaS*?* t0 strongness ofthe' pf Q t? I chess-op ning and in the beginning of the middle-game. Besides, the progr..ome can be improved.

§ 3- Problems of improving the programme and oftime to choose a move.

number
h
of

Si«ri^LWS imPro Y e the Programme is to increase thenumber of variants to be considered and the analysis of thesevariants for greater number of moves.
To achieve this it is sufficient to change several constantsCreese*ofTJU*"^'^ & chanse wil^ lead t0increase o_ the time which the computer spends to choose a move.

to otrT3 mem:ioned abo" giving up the limitations on the tillto choose a move it is possible to compose a pros-ram.e realiyir "the method of complete analysis (though such fwork). That is why the authors consider as realizable program, esspending normally several minutes to choose a move and in moTecomplicated positions not more than 1.5 hours for this choice?Thus togetner with the problem of improving the working programme
rectlv JilatS1S?ht?> SPeed^P this P^SraLe. This' di-rectly relates with the problem of improving. Indeed, if such aspeeding is achieved the constants mentioned above can be chancedIt is necessary to note that there exist other methods to stTenrth-ILt l^^f without an essential increasing of the computingtSn; of^f?t?onsOdS "" COnnected with m.re precise^valua-

However, the most perspective ways to strengthen the pro-gramme require speeding of the work of its existing parts.
The authors consider the methods of such a speeding which ap-peared after the analysis of the performed work to one of themost important results. The first of these methods associatesInalvst^lll^ ttiU f°^^ technique. It is necetsary\*analyse ell the parts of the existing programme and to replacesubprograms realizing their tasks not in the most quick way byof^rkT^'p ■US aP^nUy will l^d to increase' in tfspeedof worK 1.5-2 times. The seoond way of the speeding is given byN.I. Bessonov. he had shown? that the main elementary operation
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?anamovf S £nBh*T~f ■
all S?Uares where the Siven Chess-man""ove " can be realized as an elementary operation in the com-SaSJe cfn^n f °pef ati° lls wh|eh often appear in a chess pro-is^Tiror??„? ?n "*

reall ? Ed a* elementary computer operations. Itis important to note that such a method of speeding to all nvamavance exists for any "thinking" programme.
3p6&Qinb ail ap^eai-

By the authors' opinion, this method of speeding is in someway realized in human thinking. In studying the cheis pla"v 0?some other specific field of intellectual work complexes o? ceils
Perfor

a
m

nsu^h theSe °"plexea ■» instruments which" *periorm sucn elementary operations.
Authors suppose these complexes to be created in the brainuLtv7r TeCl\CelH P"P«ed beforehand but not switched on.However, the character of such a coupling is not available at pre-

Me+ * !uP2k S be J? Pr°aect the possibilities of speeding asso-ciated with the considerationa_fot all the chese-board and not allthe chess-men on the chess-board in some variants.
diagram^? ches^Position be Siven, for example, as shown on the

D no
In *5e 3-semi-move? analysis (i.e. a move, an opponent'sanswer and one more move is considered) one of the working pro-lchtmeCl°? rUCtS an analyGiS tree for * he Siven position stown on

Thos the analysing scheme does not contain all the possiblevariants corresponding to the rules of the game of chess
T "„

In re ali2ation of above-mentioned methods of speeding theprogramme the analysis tree does not change.

"+- /haV3 Why ,the sPeedillS resulting from these methods doesnot depend upon the depth of computing variants.
The algorithm which determines the tree of variants analvqftd

sew. 81"'' Pr°SrmJ'c WUI b€ Called the ohe^ £?-"o_ ana
aijsLA

Let nbe the depth of the analysis of the variants Ci p th«

wor_
h| Spends e^SialTuion^ SCheM3 "■»""»« & *hl_

t mrn (1)
Here the coefficient C characterizing the given scheme dependsupon the number of branches in the every mSve? IhufShe^Se num-pJrinLtall? "and*thT^ J- 6 *° Ch°° Se a move ex^pcrimentally, and the speeding increases with the increase of nA preliminary selection of moves in the analysing scheme nndpprn «r
Drancnls SOffiThS? ?"^VS**8 *> a decrSse^ifa number eT^branches. Thus a scheme must be obtained composed of a compare "-.talloS EStr" m"ber °f Wuai<ly bra*ched variants with greaTc^tation depth. ...corresponding work is performed by a chess-playersuo^a Ci?nSin Wh JSh eadfl t0 a **««** L'const^ctfngouun a s-.heme. In the consciousness traces of productive work -a search of a needed move - ar, left. Similarly tliechlsr theory
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is in the main composed of instructions having a productive but
not selective character.

In the working programme specific methods to select moves
in the analyzing scheme are realized. However in this programme
only a preliminary selection works which is founded upon a speci-
fic analysis of appearing positions.

In ananlysing the variants in the chess position analysing
scheme not the complete information is extracted from these vari-
ants. In fact only evaluations of positions appearing in these
variants are used in the programme. At the same time the choice
of moves for the chess position analysing scheme is associated wit]
specific ideas (in the working programme they are mainly ideas re-
lated to a threat of a material gain); in result of computing a
particular variant it is possible not only find out whether a
given idea passes but as well to obtain an information about its
specific properties being an obstactle to realize this idea. This
information can be used to determing the analysing scheme more ex-
actly.

Thus the questions arises about the recording, storage and
use of information obtained in the process of programme working.

The complete storage of the information can be carried out in
the form of a table of appeared positions with their evaluation as
this was made in the work of ASS. Broodno and Landau "The programme
of the play ' singlecoloured' :i . '

_.t , (over, the identical positions in different variants occur
in the chess-play not too often to have a considerable effect in
using these tables. At the same time positions often occur which
are not identical but equivalent from the viewpoint of carrying out
some idea. In using the table of occurred positions to implify
analysing the equivalence of positions with respect to a specific
idea the computing time cannot only decrease but even increase.
It is necessary to develop methods to compare quickly the given
position with the positions from the table.

It is also possible to outline other ways to use an informa-
tion obtained in the programme computing process.

The possibilities are interesting to speed the program by use
of several arithmetic units working simultaneously and of the pa-
rallel access. These possibilities cannot be realized because com-
puters with several arithmetic units and the parallel access are
not available at present. However 3ome data of organizing an opera-
tion with such parallel working units can be obtained analysing the
working chess programme.

Except the authors in composing particular parts of the pro-
gramme A.S.Kronrod took part. In discussions associated with this
programme E.M.Landis, A. L. Broodno and N-I.Besaonov also took
part.
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§ 4. Forced moves and forced game*

*■**
solving the problem of constructing an algorithm whichdifiers from a complete analysis attempts are natural to use re-sults of the chess theory and observations of chess-players' ex-perience. However, the chess theory gives algorithms to choose amove only m some simple types of positions (a mate to the singleking some types of the pawn endgame), it being necessary to maketne descriptions of these algorithms more precise to compose theprogramme. More complicated types of positions in the endgame arcconsidered to be studied in the chess theory; however, the prin-ciples of this investigation are not described in terms of an ex-act non-contradictory algorithm. However, by the author's opinion,most interesting are the parts of the chess theory devoted to morecomplicated positions, especially to positions of the middle-game.ihese parts are a summary of methods used in games of chess bystrong chess-players, the complete classification of these methodsand non-contradictory rules to use them being not available. Ananalysis of particular variants is a criterion of using theoe me-thods. However, this analysis is not complete analysis, so it isnot possible to formulate its principles. Moreover, in a suffici-ently complicated position two grandmasters consider differentvariants (though they often come to the same conclusion).

Thus m the chess theory there do not exist rules to choose amove in a suf iiciei.tly complicated position with strictly provedapplicability. By the authors' opinion this shows that the choiceof a true move in the chess position is the problem requiring forits solving the creative thinking. In accordance with this con-clusion the correctness of algorithms used in the programme needsan experimental verification but not a deductive proof.
Algorithms realized in the programme choose a move analysir ■

variants. However, this analysis is not complete; kn positions ofthese variants not all possible moves are considered and also vari-ants are notbrought to final , ositions. At the same time analysisvariants is organized ao a complete analysis of a game of twoopponents with a complete information and moves by turn. Thisgame can be called a model game defining the algorithm.
Each position of the model game is a particular chess posi-tion and every move is a move permitted Dy the chess-game rules.Final positions in the chess-game, i.e. positions in which oneoi the kings is mated or drawn positions, are final also in themodel game with corresponding results. However not all the movespermissible by the chess game rules are permitted in the modelgame, the rules of determination of possible moves depending uponthe place of the position in the game tree G. Many positions of

Translator's note. By the forced game in the chess theory agame is called when a player is caught in a position where no mat-ter what move he makes he cannot escape certain defeat; by the forc-ed move a move is called which a player is compelled to make.These .terms have nothing to do with the terms "forced move" and"forced game" used in this work.
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the model game are final though they are not final as chess
positions.

Each chess position can be considered as an initial position
of a model game. The programme evaluates a position and chooses
the' best move in the model game.

The result of the game in final positions is determined by
the evaluation function . Besides the model game the pro-
gramme's work is determined by rules of the order of examining
possible moVes. Thus model game positions are the chess posi-
tions situated in specified junctions ef game tree G.

The important notions in the algorithms described below are
that ones of a forced move and a forced game. To define these
notions it is necessary to dwell on the question of the evaluation
function 1(A) structure. If a position is not a final chess
position then for a position with the move of White's the value
of this function is defined in the form

(2)

Here I ll\) is the material position evaluation

(3)

To the difference of the sums of the material evaluations for
white and black chess-men a positive value C is added to make

f M (A) positive. Material evaluations of chess-men are as
generally accepted; they are given in the Table 1.

rMk

10

The material evaluation of the king does not exist because
white and black sides present in all chess- positions. A simple
calculation shows that c may be chosen to have any value greater
than 220.

The positional evaluation function is defined in the next
paragraph. It is sufficient" to note here that

In result of this algorithms considered here do not permit
positional ofrers if the algorithm does not lead to the complete
computation of such an offer. Authors consider this to be ne-
cessary on the recent stage of development of ches3 programmes
because first of all the programme is needed which will not make
blunders.

fW-UVttjA)

1 (A)=C+S2L -SZiT M rvC. iz d

0< |n (A)< i ' (4)
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In final chess positions the' result of the game is defined
as follows:

(<2C+r » if the black king is mated

l(f\\z< Qi j ,if a drawn position (2')

I Q ,if the white king is mated
If A is a position with the move of Black's then the value ofthe evaluation function for Black's is given in the form

U(A)*2CH-m (5)
Thus the discussion below only positions with moves of

White's can be considered.
Let A be a position in the model game considered in the treeGof the complete analysis of this game; I is the rank of thisposition (i.e. the number of semimoves leading to the position

/Apfrom the position A 0 ), m_ is the lower bound of the eva-luation of the rank t on the n-th step in the algorithm when the
position An is considered (in § 7 the bounds for the evaluation
of the algorithm are discussed). Note that m e is the bound for
Whites if An is a position with a move of White's and it is the
bound for Blacks if An is a position with a move of Black's.

By the forced move in the narrow sense any capture is calledwhich is permitted by the chess rules and after which the posi-
tion A appears with the material evaluation satisfying the fol-lowing tion

( u^n] denotes here the entire part of )T)p )
By the forced move in the broad sense we will call any

forced move in the narrow sense, any check and any answer to the
check permissible by chess rules under the condition that thematerial evaluation of the position appearing after this answer
will satisfy (6) .

Using the notion of the forced move it is easy to define the
notion of the forced oame0 ame of two opponents v/ith a complete informa'
tion and moves in turn; this game will be denoted below by F.

Let a position AQ be given, together with evaluation function
{(A) and «fn ( A ! and also upper and lower bounds rn 0 and Mo for

evaluation of initial position A . For any position A of the
game tree G with the initial position A the followijigS_nlue"-l are
determined: E - the rank of the position A , i.e. the number
of semimoves in the branch of the game tree q G beginning from
the position A and finishing at the position A , and al3o upper
and lower bounds M and m for evaluation of th§ position A if
it is a position with the move of White or otherwise M, .- q and
mbe for Black. be

/

IrJ'V^K] (6)
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Allowed moves from the considered position A in the game F
are all the forced moves and a so-called "empty Stove", or
"declining the forced variant" after which the final position A'
arises, the result of game in this position being equal to the
value of evaluation function in the position A :

Three variants of the forced game were tried. In the first
variant only forced moves in the narrow sense are allowed; in
the one ail forced moves in the broad sense are admissible; at
last, in the third variant a control constant of number of cher.ks

3L; h is given, each opponent being allowed to make this number of
checks. If in the chain of positions A A* ... A theo I q
number of chei ks which a given side has made is less than 9Cf_
then the fore a moves in the broad sense are admissible in
the position __ . Otherwise only forced moves in the narrow sense
are admissible?

§ 5« Specific indices of the chess position
and their accounting in the evaluation function

>
The evaluation function is defined by position indices which

are taken into account by chess-players in practical chess-games.
Chess theory and practice show that the same indices have differ-
ent meaning depending also upon a game plan contemplated before-
hand and particular tactical properties of a position. However,
to compose a chess programme which does not make gross blunders
and does not get quickly into hopeless positions it is sufficient
to have an evaluation function which accounts for different in-
dices independently one upon another. Such an evaluation function

is defined in the form:

hers the summation is carried out over all indices taken by
the programme into account and are evaluations of these in-
dices. They had different values in different chess games played
by the programme. By the authors' opinion selection of these
values cannot considerably strengthen the programme.

Often static and dynamic indices of positions are discerned.
By static indices these one are called which do not change in all
the positions of considered variants. There do not exist absolu-
tely static indices because any index can appear or disappear in
a chess game, however in computing to a bounded depth many posi-
tions have indices of the static . character. Especially often
the indices are static such as the stage of a chess-game (opening,-
endgame, middl< .), the type of a position (open or closed posi-
tion in the middlegame, types of the endgame), a pawn structure
of mutually blockaded pawn chains.

One must not put independent terms in the form (8) in cor-
respondence to static indices. Indeed, accounting for a static

*(^HN

iw--i+§ni3t -sr\ i 3i (8)
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index changes values of the evaluation function by a constant and
does not influence upon choosing a move beacuse the static index
is present or absent in all the positions of considered variants.
However, as the staticity of any index is relativeV&ne of them
(castling or its loss) which do not require much time for compu-
tation was taken into account in working programs for the posi-
tion evaluation function Vn (V\) "

It is possible to account for values of static indices to de-
termine evaluations yL of these indices in the evaluation func-
tion fu (r\) . The character of the corr 3 ponding dependence may be
complicated and the corresponding programme for determining these
evaluations may require relatively much computing time because
this programme works before the programme of the complete analysis
and do not increase its computing time. In working programs
such a preliminary adjusting of the evaluation function is not
carried out.

. As airy index accounted by the position evaluation function
/^(AJprogramme must be determined in the all final positions

considered in the complete analysis the amount of time required
to determine the indicts is of ttee great importance. Hence it
follows that, as a rule, it is not expedient to introduce the de-
termination of indices requiring the analysis of variants (such
as, for example, the index of oheso-man overburdening by defence
functions) into the programme for the position evaluation func-
tion jfpih).

We give below the list of indices which can be accounted for
with a permissible computing time for the accepted system of in-
formation. It is necessary to note that the choice of this in-
formation is associated with conveniences to compose the pro-
gramme for the position evaluation function. We will give the
chess sense of these indices and their exact definition. The in-
dices can be divided into several types.

I. Indices associated with the pawn structure of the position
1) Pawns in the center. For White the central squares are

e4, d4, e5, d5, e6, db; for Black - e5, d5, e4, d4, e3 and d-To account for the index the number of pawns of the given
side is multiplied by the index evaluation given in the
Table 2. In this table as in all the paragraph the evaluation
is given in the units of position evaluation d which is chosen to
satisfy the form (4) for airy chess position.

2) The phalanx. Two pawns on the same rank and neighbouring
files are called the phalanx. To account for the corresponding
index the number of phalanxes of a given side located in areas
indicated on the Diagram 2 is multiplied by the index evaluation

3ph (see Tablu 2). The collection of k pawns on the same rank
and neighbouring files is accounted for as k-1 phalanxes.

3) Isolated pawns.
4) Double pawns. In the programme only double isolated pav/ns

and isolated pawns on an open line have a non-zero evaluation.
If an isolated pawn is located on a line open for the opponent
the term 3, presents in the position evaluation function; if k
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isolated pawns are located on this line then the corresponding
term is equal to H 3CJP . Value of _ty> is given in Table 2.

5. Passed pawns. The evaluation of each passed pawn depends
upon the distance between this pawn and the queening square. In
ths programme the evaluation is defined by the form:

where S is the number of ranks between this pawn and the queen-
ing square. It would be necessary to take into account for pin-

ned passed pawns and supported passed pawns but this is not
realised in the programme.

6. Weak point in the narrow sense. A square attacked by an
opponent's pawn which cannot be attacked by a given side's pawn
is called the weak point in the narrow sense.

7. Weak point in the broad sense. A square which cannot be
attacked by a given side., pawn is called the weak point in the
broad sense.

8. detained pawn. We call so a pawn with a weak point in
the narrow sense before it located on a line sopen for the
enemy.

Of course this do not settle all the position indices associ-
ated with the pawn structure. However the rest indices to all
appearance cannot be well accounted for by the evaluation func-
tion in the form (8). It is necessary to note also that the in-
dices 6,7,8 are not accounted for in the programme.

11. Indices associated with chess-men mobility

1. Chess-men possibilities. Each square protected by a given
chess-man is called its possibility, possibility presents
in the evaluation function with the evaluation depending upon the
chess-man; in most 01 the games played by the programme this
evaluation is equal to. the given in Table 2.

2. Pinned chess-men. It is possible to define exactly the
notion of a pinned chess-man including also an indirect pin
According to this definition a chess-men is called pinned, if
its every move leads to a position whi^h the enemy can use to
change the material position evaluation in his favour in the
game where only forced moves are permitted (we will use below
the terms forced game). However, such a definition of this
notion is not possible to use in the programme for position eva-
luation function in a final position because to find a pin an
additional analysis of variants is needed which will increase
the computing time to the gfeater extent than increasing of the
computation depth by one move. The narrow notion of the pin has
a geometric character. If on a bishop, queen or rook line un-
defended opponent's chess-man or a chess-man with a greater mate-
rial value is located (the king always has the greatest material
value) then the enemy's chess-man located between these two
considered chess-men (if this chess-man is single) is called pin-

ned. The narrow notion of the pin was not used in working pro-
grammes for the position evaluation function because to find
chess-men pinned in the narrow sense it is necessary to prolong
lines of action of long-range chess-men which requires the same
computing time as to determine their possibilities.

3 p =32- 4S (9)
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3. Masked attack. If unprotected or more valid opponent s
chess-man is located on the line of a bishop,' rook or the queen
then a masked attack presents.

4. "Good" or "bad" bishop. A bishop is called "good" if
central pawns are located on squares of the other colour and
"bad" if central pawns are located on squares of the same colour.
However, in many positions this index does not matter j besides
this index is usually static.

Thus in working programs for the position evaluation func-
tion oniy possibilities are used among indices associated with
the mobility of chess-men.

Table 2

111. Indices associated with cooperation of
chess-men

1. The castling and its loss . islf a castling is performed
in a position then the term 3 =11 present in the evaluation
function; if a castling is lBst then this term 3 00 = -11 "

To formulate other indices it is necessary to introduce the
notion of the king's area. The collection of squares consisting
of the king's square and all, adjacent squares is called the
king's area.

2. Pressing of the opponent's chess-men o£ the king. Lines
opened for the opponent with non-vacuous intersection with the
king's area are vailed the lines opened upon the king, lines
must be accounted for in the evaluation function if the enemy has

Indication EstimateNotations

Pawn in the centre +10

Doubled and isolated pawns -12

Phalanx + 4

King possibilities 0

Queen " + 1

Rook " + 2

Bishop " + 5
Knight " + 5
Pawn " i 0
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major chess-men; besides the evaluation of a completely opened

line must be higher than for a semiopened one.

Working programmes use only castling and its loss among the
indices associated with king's safety.

IV. Indices of this and the next type are not
used in working programmes. The indices given, below can be
realized with a relatively not great computing time. It is ne-
cessary to note also that they do not settle all the indices oi

this type.
1. Mahor chess-man on an open line. Major chess-men located

on open lines and lines of pressing upon isolated and detained
pawns and upon the king.

2. Major chess-man on the 7-th and 8-th ranks. A chess-man
must have an evaluation if this chess-man can can hold out on
these ranks, i.e. the evaluation is equal to 0 if the chess-manTptelxlt on one of these ranks by the last move. Besides one
should * account for threatens to the enemy from the 7th or oth

ranks but it is rather difficult to carry this out.

3. A chess-man located in the weak opponent's point, here
the evaluation also takes place if the chess-man can hold out the

point. Besides, the evaluation must depend upon the chess-man
itself arid the squares of its pressing.

4. The battery* Several major chess-men located on the same
file on the 7-th or 8-th rank and also a bishop and the queen
located on the same diagonal line are called the battery. It is

necesoary to account for squares upon which a battery presses.
»

V. Other indices.
1. The attack. This index has a great importance which is

accounted for in a better way not in the evaluation function but
in other parts, of the programme. Its exact definition requires
_j_ analvsiTof variant jult as in the case of the indirect pm.
Hc^we^er it is pofsible to distinguish a direct attack on a senior

or an unprotected chess-man.
2. The double attack. A double attack presents in a posi-

tion with two or more attacks on a senior or unprotected chess-
men? To all appearance, the presence of a double threaten must
by no means lead to prolong a variant.

3. Delay of the bishop's development. This is a specific
index associated with the location of chess-men. For example,
it is a location of a chess-man on d6if the bishop on C8and
pawns on b? and d? are located.

' s note .
Ry the term "battery" a situation is usuallyc called in the

chess theory when the king is exposed to check aft^r removal of

the opponent's piece and opening a line along which his other
piece is acting (discovered check). This term has nothing to do
with the term "battery" used in this work.
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The list of indices given here may be easily enlarged. By
the authors,' opinion the main situation which is not described
by the given indices is the necessity of preliminary evolutions
to achieve a given objection. For example, to occupy a weak
point by a knight it is necessary to perform a preliminary evolu-
tion. A preliminary evolution may be necessary to occupy an open
line or to undermine a pawn chain. £>uch actions associate with
a specific plan accepted in a gxven game. However there are
many obscurities in principles of designing a chess programme
cneosing a s 1 in the initial position and playing in accord-
ance with this plan.

§ 6. Algorithms of a move choice
The simplest of the algorithms realized in working program-

mes is called by the authors the absolute scheme. Rules of poss-
ible moves determination depend in this algorithm upon a chess
position, upper and lower bounds of evaluation and depth computa-
tion constant .9,, .

Let an initial position A_ is given; if the rank of the
given position A is less than 3A all moves permissible by
chess rules are possible. If I £da then game rules in the con-
sidered position coincide with that ones of the forced game with
the same upper and lower bounds and the given evaluation func-
tion. Including forced variants in the analysis without limiting
their depth makes it possible to avoid blunders for small values
of depth computation constant 3rL . However, the play of the pro-
gramme is not free from some relatively strong blunders for -3n =4.

The problem of the strength of the chess programme in playing
is closely connected with the problem of its computing time.
In working programmes their parts not associating with the com-
plete analysis practically do not require time. Hence the comput-
ing time of the programme is proportional to the number of appear-
ing positions, "he increasing of the depth computation constant

3n by 1 leads to 6- time increase in the average 'time of a
move choice, because in a middlegame chess position by chess
rules near 40 moves are possible upon the average. Thus the
working programme spends to choose a move near 1 min^for 3r,-2,
near 40 mm. for n = 4 and some 4 h.urs for Slt = 5(the time of the move choice strongly depends upon the character
of a position) , so that for 9n = 5 the game by an absolute scheme
is practically impossible.

To construct algorithms spending less time to choose a move
the authors suggested to define wider rules to choose possible
moves than in the forced game. We will formulate below the rules
using which it is possible to construct an active game algorithm
or non-absolute scheme.

First of all we will define the notions of an active move
and not losing move.

Let G is a game tree and A is its junction of the rank c ,
We suppose tfelow that A is aj position with a move white;
if A is a position witft a move of Black then the corresponding
definition is based upon the note on the p. . Let m is
the lower bound of the rank £ on the q-th step of the complete
analysis when the position A is considered.
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All the moves in the position A permissible by chess rules
are considered with positions A n-t appearing after these
movers. The forced game Fis considered in each position An with
the given evaluation function ((A) and uppej; and lower
bounds m?u and M e+ , in the forms

(10.1)

(10.2)

here d is the unit _jf the position evaluation, i.e. the
minimal difference between different evaluations

If the position evaluation for An. in this forced game
appears to be less than nn,^, then the move leading from the
position /\q to the position A n. is called not losing.

To define the notion of the active move positions A n a* e
considered together with positions A- ;in /\ fj chess-men situat-

ed identically to An . but the move belongs to the other side
(possib- / of castling is the same as in the position A and
enpassants are not permissible). In the each of positions A-r
the forced game F with the evaluation function f ( A) is con-
sidered and with upper nnd lower bounds m and M„ „ defined
in the form:

If the position evaluation in A ni is more or equal to M?,+ o in
this forced game then the corresponding move is called active.
Thus a move is active if after it a threaten of a material win.'
ning appears.

It is possible to define the evaluation of not losing move
in the first of the forced games described above and not active
move in the second forced game. This evaluation is equal to the
so-called pseudoevaluation of the corresponding positions
PEVAn or PEVA\ .

'- 'h
The pseudoevaluation is determined for the analysed tree

positions together with the upper and lower bounds. This pseudo-
evaluation coincides with the game result for final positions.

m^+2 = [me j + -{-5 , (11-D
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Pseudo evaluations for other positions are defined as follows.
Let A is a position with a move of White, then

In contradistinction to the corresponding form defining the
position evaluation the maximum is taken in th_ form (12.1; with
respect to only the positions presenting in the initial part G'
of the game tree G considered in the evaluation of the initial po-
sition and not with respect to ail positions A n directly follow-
ing from the position A .

Similarly, if the move belongs to Black in the position A g then

To all appearance, one may consider the rules given to determine
the pseudoevaluation as based upon an optimistic view on the vali-
dity of the discussed algorithm.

It is easy to prove the pseudo evaluation to coincide with the
evaluation if in each of the considered positions the best move-
is analysed as the first one. Indeed, in the forced game the' '-v
pseudoevaluation may indicate a larger material loss than it in fact
presents because by the rules of the forced game the incomplete win-
ning back of the offered material is not permissible. Then it makes
sense to consider the pseudoevaluation only for not losing and not
winning moves.

Not active and not losing moves are put in order according to
their evaluation. The evaluation for such moves can be determined
both from the forced game to define the moves safety and from the
forced game to define this move's activity. These evaluations can
occur to be different. One of these evaluations is accepted in the
each of the working programmes. Not losing and not active move with
the largest evaluation will be called below the best passive move

Thre^ variants of the active game algorithms were constructed.
In all of them the depth computation constant aJa is given. If the
rank t of the considered position Aa, ls mOI{J 0I «JClual t0 3n
then - as in the absolute game - the same moves are possible in the
position A as in the forced game F. If c <3n moves are checked by
two doscriSed above forced games and active and not losing moves
are determined. All moves which are active and not losing at the
same time are included in the complete analysis scheme and besides
one more (in some Cases more than one) passive not losing move with
the largest evaluation is considered in this scheme. For \i - d^A
all the moves permissible by the chess rules are allowed in the
position Aq because in this case the foregoing checking moves for
their activity and safety would lead to losses in the computing
time.

riEVAiT- m^ nEVA^

riEV6 A, = nwi REV t As, (12.2)
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Before the active game the forced game is given from the
initial position of the move choice AQ and the upper and lower
bound have the extremal values

The evaluation EVA of the position A in this game deter
mines the lower and upper bounds for the active game,

Here as above d is the position evaluation unit. Thus the
position evaluation EVA lies between the upper and lower bounds
if a material winning or losing do not present in the position.

The determination of possible moves in positions with the
zero or unity rank somewhat differs from the described above.
If in these positions the lower (for the move of White) or the
upper (for the move of Black) bounds still satisfy the corres-
ponding form (13-1 ) or (13.2) after the analysis of all the act-
ive and the best passive moves then the analysis of moves con-
tinues in the order determined by evaluations of moves until the
position evaluation will lie between the bounds given by the
forms (13.1) and (13.2). If such a move does not exist then the
second round of the active game with changed upper and lower
bounds is given. The new bounds are determined by the pseudoeva-
luation of the initial position A defined by (11.1) (if a move ■

belongs to White) or by (11.2) (ir the move belongs to Black).
Lower and upper bounds for the second active game round are equal
to

If in result of the second round the position evaluation for
A will not get between the bounds calculated by the new pseudo-
evaluation of the initial position A then the third round is
given and, if it is necessary, the fourth round. If this is not
yet sufficient then the programme stops not making a move.

We will stay on the differences in three variants of the act
ive game algorithms. In the first variant not losing moves are
found first of ■ all and the evaluation of these moves is deter-
mined. After Ao t losing moves are examined for their activity.
All the active moves and the best passive one (except the des-
cribed above case for positions with the zero and unity ranks) are
permissible by the game rules. In this variant two forced games
are given for the each move because in a position the majority
of moves are- not losing. Tha is why the second variant of the
game works .ore quickly; in this variant moves are first of all
examined for their activity and in this examination the move eva-
luation is determined. The checking for safety is carried out

m - o (13.1)

M = 2CM+i (13-2)

m = [£VA O J ,
M=fEi/A„]H-d

(14.1)

(14.2)

m = [PEVA 0 J (15- 1)

M = [fEYA 0 +1-5 (15- 2)
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only for active moves and for the best passive one and if the
best passive move is losing then following movds are examined
until not losing move will be found or all moves permissible by
the chess rules will be exhausted. If the last opponent's move
was active then moves from the given position are examined only
for safety and three not losing moves with the largest evalua-
tion are considered to be permissible. This variant occurred to
be not sufficiently active, so the third variant was designed.
If the foregoing opponent's move was not active then possible
moves are determined in this variant just as in the Second one.
If the opponent's move was active then first of all active and
not losing answers are searched. If such moves exist then the
best passive move is considered also to be possible; if there
do not exist active answers then three best passive moves are
possible.

§ 7- The information obtained and used by the chess
programme

The initial information for the main cycle of the programme
- the cycle of the complete analysis - is the information about
the position A from which a move is made and the information
about the work^porformed before. As moves possible in a given
position and indices presenting in position evaluation are deter-
mined by operations on the chess-board realizable by a compara-
tively small number of computing operations cells of the memory
correspond to chess-men and bits of these cells - to chess-board
squares. If the memory cell had 64 bits it would be possible to
use one cell for one chess-man. As the number of bits is less
two memory cells correspond to each of the chess-men. 32 bits in
a cell correspond to chess-board squares (see Fig. 3)

In these bits chess-man possibilities are indicated. Bits
corresponding to squares where the given chess-man can move are
indicated by 1, other bits are indicated by 0. Besides this, in
remaining bits (which are not occupied by the above information)
the kind of a chess-man and the number of the squares where it
stands is indicated. There are no specific cells for pawns. To
the collection of white pawns 5 couples of cells correspond. In
the first one by 1 bits are indicated corresponding to the
squares where pawns stand; in the second one squares are similar
ly indicated where pawns can. move;., in the third one

treated wV>re ' n^ i jj ',T"»;
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squares under the attack of the pawn to the right side and in the
4-th - to the left side of it are indicated; in the 5-th couple
squares are indicated to which an initial move from the 2-nd to
the 4-th rank is possible (for the lower half of the chess-board)
and possibilities of en passant captures (for the upper half of
the chess-board) .

There is a similar information about black pawns. Besides
there are couples of cells where squares are marked, occupied by
white chess-men, black chess-men and all the chess-men. There
are also cells with the information about the possibility or the
loss of the castling (for White and for Black).

The progr ammo of the complete analysis (the so-calied general
scheme) is composed so that it can be used for any game of two
opponents with the complete information and moves in turn without
changes. In essence these requirements are not principal. i he
main inner* cycle in the programme of determination of tho long-
est path with the units of the given length (programme PERT) is
designed on the same principles. This programme differs from a
usual cyclic programme by the property that, after a performed
cycle the main cycle parameter - the analysis depth n (i.e. the
number of semimoves from an initial position leading to the con-
sidered position) . can increase or decrease depending upon other
parameters determined inside that cycle. The block-scheme of the
complete analysis programme is shown on Fig. 4. It is necessary
to note that in fact this programme is realized somewhat differ-
ently from this block-rscheme but these differences are of no
principal importance.

It is possible to note "chess blocks" among blocks of the
programme. These are the blocks of computing the evaluation
function, of the next move, of defining the chess-men possibili-
ties and partly of the determination of permissible moves. Other
blocks are associated with the realization of the complete ana-
lysis scheme and do not depend upon the type of the game.

We will describe below several blocks of this programme.

Comparatively quick algorithms were found for the block
"chess-men possibilities". They are easy to be shown for the
case of the arithmetic unit operating with a 64-bit mantissa so
that all the squares of the chess-board correspond to the bits of
a single cell.
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Exit rollback of the programme
and no = o

Determination of chess-men possi-
bilities in a given position.

Bounds transition from the rank
n-1 to the rank n.

Computation of the evaluation
function f(A)

Determination of possible moves
and information retrieval about
unmade moves

Change of the information about the
next move and checking its
permissibility
Next move

Chess-men possibilities

Checking: are not we checked?

Increasing n by 1

Checking: no > o

Reducing n by 1

Bounds transition from the rank
n + 1 to the rank n

Checking Mn > mn

Fig. 4

Exit
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Then, for example, the possibilities of white pawns are de-
fined by the following equality:

rv-^n/a (16 - 3) '

Here Dis the cell of white pawns, Hm- the cell "pawns move",

(by one rank), Hip - the cell., "pawnstake left", Htf - "pawns

take right", A.C. - "all the chess-men", h - "the rank h" (i.e. in

bits corresponding to squares on the rank h and 0 in the other bits)

a - "the rank a", - the notation of logic subtraction
a /t> =a-(oif\6)

N.I. Bessonov indicated that it is possible to construct spe-

cific computer instructions to determine chess-men possibilities.
Ir this case the time to determine a chess-man possibility equals
to the machine time to perform an instruction. The examples arc
constructed of non-arithmetic operations for a general-purpose com-
puter with the programme control.

The specific property of the complete analysis programme is
that all information necessary and sufficient for its work corres-
ponds to a position situated on the tree branch Passing from the
initial position AQ

to the considered position An- The following
information is used in the programme.

1. Bounds for position evaluation M^ and mk (k =0, 1, . . . , n) .
2, Number of the first move in the given position and the last

move from the given position (a
Q

, a 1 """>
an ) and (b

Q
, b^ ... bn; .

3. Positions A b,*Av ."" An and made moves A
Q —*" A 1,

A1 —"*" A 2, , An_ 1 - A -n-
4. The information about active and passive moves in the active

game algorithm.
As it con be seen from the block-scheme, a number of blocks

operates with this information.
The. block of the transition of the bounds from the rank n-1

to the rank n realizes the formula

Here Tn for moves of White is equal to the lower bound of frig, and
for moves of Black - to the lower bound [Tig,, for the Black (see (5) ).
The corresponding upper bounds are defined by the formula

rim^n/flc. (16.D

niE =2 9 n/h < 16 - 2)

t — r'n-2 'n (17)
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(18)

The programme of determination of all the possible moves extracts
all the moves from the given position and finds also an and Dn -
addresses of the first and the last moves.

In the programme of the move to do a_ plays the part of a
counter and bn - its control constant. snus, the programme check-
ing whether i$ is possible to make a move increases an by 1 and ex
amines if an is larger than b^.

The programme of the move to do must make a move stored in the

cell a -1 from the position A_, i.e. to construct a new. position
AH the information afcout this position is obtained except

chess-men possibilities defined by the corresponding block. I* the
beginning of the work this programme stores the position A in the
oells of an operation i -tion A and stores the new operation posi-
tion in the ceUe of the position An+l after making a move.

The work of the block "are not we checked?" is obvious from

its appolation. The same can be said about increasing nby 1 .
If a move cannot be made for n=o, the analysis is accomplished

(all the moves from the initial position are looked over), and, as
a rule, a needed move is determined. If n> 1 then it is necessary

to pass to the consideration of the position A n ., " If A h was the

final position in the model game its evaluation equal to the value
of the evaluation function f(A) (whites) and fg(A) (blacks) was

stored in the cell Tn . After reducing nby 1 the transition of
the bounds with the rank n + 1 to the rank n is made by the formula

rr? 67X ( Tr, 2CW-T^,) —% (19)

Thus the block checking M .n > /T^ examines whether the following
inequality is satisfied:

MW(,= 2C„+4-TnH

2C+l -V,-TA >o (20)
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List of Games

computation on 3 semimovesNo.l White: the programme;
Black: the programme; computation on 3 semimoves

computation on 4 semimoves
computation on 3 semimoves

No. 2 White: the programme;
Black: the programme;

White: the programme;
Black: the programme;

White: the programme;
Black: the programme;

computation on 3 semimoves
amputation on 4 semimoves

No. 3

computation on 4 semimoves
computation on 4 semimoves

N0. 4

White: the programme; computation on 5 semimoves

Black.: a man
N0. 5

White: the programme; computation on 3 semimoves
Black: a man

N0. 6

* i



HapTHfl N° I game 1

N White's White's Black's Black's N White's White's Black' eßlack' s
. . oftlrae move time move move timemove

0,6
3,4 0,9,
6,2 1,7
1,6 1,3

0,9
14,6 4,3

7 38,3 17,6 4,5
8 8,9 5,57,0

8,5 5,2
4,9 5,7

1,88,7
0,5 1.1
5,6 0,6

0,31,4
1,9 0,2

0,80,2
f2-f3 ThB-e8

Rcl-d2 c7-c5
Rd2-e2 c5-c4
Tdl-d4 b7-b5
Td4-h4 Fd6-c5
Th4-e4 f6-f5
Fe3:cs fs:e4
Thl-d1 e4:f3+
Re2:f3 a- a5

0,7 2,8
1,6 6,1
0,9 53,0

White resigned
(seju_e c^ajincß2,3

1,7
0,4
0,8

M« :BpeMH : Xofl : Xofl :BpeMfl :N? :BpeMH : Xoa : Xo« ::BpeMH
xo,_,a:6e;rcbix : 6enux : qepHbix mepH_Jx:xofla:6ejiux : dejibix : qepHux:qepHux

:(mkh.): : :(mmh.): :(mmh.): : :(mmh.)

Ji.rr, time movemove

I 0,1 1,0
2 1,8
3 1,1
4 3,4
5 3,8 8,0
6 11,0

9 6,9
10 9,8
II 4,8
12 1,2
13 0,7
14 8,7
15 0,8
16 1,7
17 0,3
18 1,6
19 1,0
20 3,5 1,8
21 1,8
22 1,4
23 1,4
24 0,9
25 1,4
2

1,0

i2-e4 d7-d5
bl-c3 d5: e4
c 3: e4 CgB-f6
!e4:f6+ e7-f6
.2-d4 iCbl-c6
!dl-f3 FcB-d4
'cl-e3 FfB-b4+
2-C3 Fd4f3
)dl-f3 Fb4-d6
.4-d5 Cc6-e5
)f3-f5 DdB-d7
)fs:d7 Ces:d7
'fl-d3_, Cd7-b6
\_3-b5 Cb6-d7
)-0-0 D7-a6
'b7i-d7 ReB+d7

26 0,7 Fcs-d4 f7-f6
27 0,4 Fd4-e3 b5-b4
28 2,4 Tdl-c1 b4:c3
29 0,7 b2:c3 TaB-b8
30 0,6 Tcl-di g7-g5
31 3,8 Tdl-d4 TlB-e5
32 4,0 Td4«c4 Tes:ds
33 7,7 Rf3-g4 TbB-b2
34 10,5 Rb4-f3 Tb2-a2
35 23,1 Tc4-c5 Tds»cs
36
37

2,0
1.2

Fl3tcs
Fcs-d4

a 5
f6-f5

38 0,7 Fd4-e3 Ta2-e2
39 0,6 Fe3:gs Tc2ic3
40 0,8 Fgs-e3 a4-a3
41 0,3 Rf3-e2 a3-a2
42 1,5 Re2-f3 Tc3-a3
43 1,5 Rf3-e2 Da2-a1
44 70,0 Re2-f3 Dal-c3



IIapTHH X? .2
Game 2

Xofta.BpeMH : Xo# : Xofl -.BpeMH :N? :BpeMH : Xo,_; : Xofl :BpeMH
-.dejibix : Cejibix : HepHux ;qepHbix:xoaa:dejibix : tfejiux : qepHux:MepHbix
:(imh.): : :(mhh.): ;(mhh.): : :(mhh.)

No. White's White's Black's Black's No. White's White's Black' sßlack' s
time move move timetimemove move moveof timeioye

I 0,3 e2-e4 CgB-f6 0,5 26 2,4 d4:cs bG:CS 0,9
2 4,9 e4-e5 Cf6-d5 1,0 27 11,7 Cc3-e4 Dd7-C6 5,0
3 6,5 c2-c# Cds-b6 1,0 28 6,2 Ce4-g3 TaB-a4 1,6
4 3,1 d2-d4 e7-e6 2,3 " 29 4,1 h2-h3 TfB-a8 2,0
5 3,6 c4-c5 Cb6-d5 0,6 30 2,4 Dd2-C3 Ta4-b4 2,6
6 3,9 Ffl-d3 b7-b6 3,7 31 4 f 7 Tel-c1 Tb4-c4 3,0
7 52,9 csib6 FfB-b4+ 1,2 32 2,2 DC3-d2 Tc4:cl+ 1,4
8 12,0 Fcl-d2 a7:b6 2,3 33 1,7 Dd2:Cl Fg6-d3 1,4
9 17,1 Fd2 : b4 Cds:b4 1,3 34 9,1 Dcl-d2 Dc6-b5 1,1

10 12,1 Cbl-c3 Cb4:d3 7,0 35 2,4 Dd2-c1 Dbs-b4 3,8
II 2,3 Ddl-d3 FcB-a6 1,9 36 9,9 Ral-a2 Fd3-C4+ 10,9
12 5,6 Dd3-e4 CbB-c6 1,3 37 6,9 Ra2-b1 TaB:a3 5,1
13 n r*/ ,o Cgl-f3 d?-d5 2,7 38 71,1 Cf3-e1 Db4-b3, 9,7
14 9,0 De4-g4 0-0 3,8 39 8,9 Dcl:c4 ds:c4 3,0
15 31,5 O-rO-0 Cc6-b4 3,0 40 15,3 Cg3-e2 Ta3-a2 8,1
16
17

4,4
14,2

Rcl-b1
Rbl-a1

Fa6-d3+
Fd3-f5

4,0
11, 1 dejibie cziajiMCß

18 4,4 Dg4-f4 Cb4-c2+ 4,2 white resigned
19 10,0 Rbl-s1 Cc2-e3 3,4
20 10,7 Rbl-a1 Ce3:dl 2,1
21 2,9 Thl:dl DdB-d7 2,1
22 2,9 g2-g4 Ffs-g6 2,3
23 0,6 Tdl-11 Fg6-d3 1,4
24 14,6 Df4-d2 Fd3-g6 2,1
25 1,0 a2-a3 c7-c5 1,4

»



IlapTMfl 3 Game 3

~K? -.BpeMfl : y n7T : v O2 j BpeMfl :N? : BpeMfl': Xoa : Xo» : BpeMfl
xosa-.Cejibix : 6^x : <_epS2x :iepHUx :xoaa : 6eJibrx :<3ejibix ;qeP Hbix:uepHHx

:(mhh) : : (mmh^ ' ' (mmh)' ! L2_J_-U

No. White's White's Balck's Black's No. White' s White's Black' s 81.
of time move move imeof time move time

move movemove

I
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

10
II
12
Is
14
15
26
117
118
LT9
20
21
22
23
24
25

0,2
1.8
1.5
4,7

11,7
9,6
2,8
2,5
1,4
1.3
0,9
0,9
0,2
0,4
3,7
4,3
5,2
7,8
1.8
0,6
0,7
0,9
5,1
0,7
1,3

e2-e4
Cbl-c3
Cc3:e4
Ddl-f3
Ce4:f6+
Ffl-bs+
Cgl-e2
Df3:g4

Fbs-d3
f2-f3
0-0
Ce2-c3
Rgl-h1
b2-b3
Fcl-b2
Cc3-e4
c2td3
d3-d4
Ce4-c3
Cc3-b1
g2-g3
Fb2-a3
Cbl-c3
Tal-d1
Ca3-c7

d7-d5 '

ds:e4
DdB-d4
CgB-f6
e7:f6
c7-c6
Dd4-g4
FcB:g4
FfB-d6
Fg4-e6
0-0
Fd6-cs+
CbB-d7
Cdt-e5
TfB-d8
Ces:d3
Fcs-b6
f6-f5
TdB:d4
Td4-h4
Th4-b4
Tb4-g4
Tg4-d4
g7-g5
ht-h6

4,3
6,9

18,9
33,4
7,0
5,1

20,0
1.9
1,3
0,8
1,1
1,7
0,3
3,0
9,3
6,1

26,4
1,1
0,7
1,8
2,8
1,7
1,6
2,5
6,3

26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50

4,5
4,0
6,0
7,6
2,6
1,0
8,5
6,7
1,4
1,3
2,4
3,6
2,7
3,9
3,2
0,3
1,3
1,8
1,8
0,6
0,8
0,7
1,0
0,5
0,9

Tfl-e1 Td4-d3 I0 »^
f3-f4 g5-f4 27,4
g3:f4 Fb6-d4 32,7

Fe7-h4 Fd4:C3 B'28 ' 2
d2:c3 Fe6-ds+ 43
Rhl-g1 Td3-f3 ll '°Tel-e7 Tf3:f4 9,7
Fh4-g3 Tf4-g4 11.9

Te7-b7 a7-a5 B'98 ' 9
c3-c4 Fds-f3 5
Tdl-d3 Ff3-e2 7 » 9

Td3-d2 f5-f4 6 °Td2:e2 f4:g3 6 3

h2:g3 Tg4:g3+ 3 6

Te2-g2 Tg3:g2 X » 6
Rgl:g2 TaB-d8 2 '^Tb7-b6 TdB-d2+ 4 6

Hgl-f3 Td2-d3+ 2 ' B
Rf3-e2 Td3-d6 I 'l
Tb6-b8 RgB-g7 °* 8
TbB-a8 Td6-e6+ I'2
Te2-d1 Te6-e5 I' 9
TaB-c8 Tes-c6 I'o
TcB-d8 Te6-e5 °' 8
TdB-d6 Tos-c6 I' o

-o



2

nap-ma 3 ( npoaojiaceHne )
Game 3 (continued)

ii? : LpeMH; Xoa
xofla;6ejibix : dejibix

: (mhh):
qepHbix : :: (mhh) :

51
52
Dd

54
00

56
57
58
59
60
61
62
63
64
65
66

IlapTHfl
The game was not finished

: Xo;n : BpeMfl

f7-c6
e6-o5
e5-c4
Rg7-f6
Rf6-e5
Res-f5
h6-h5
Rfs-c-5
as*b4
Resod4
e4-e3
e3-o2
h5-h4

f7-c6 0,1
e6-c5 0,03
c5-c4 0,003
Rg7-f6 0,8
Rf6-e5 0,2
Res-f5 0,2
h6-h5 0,5
Rfs-o5 0,1
as+b4 0,2
Resod4 0,1
e4-e3 0,5
e3-o2 0,7
h5-h4 1,8
De2-el+ 6,1
Del-bl+ 38,2

He flcmrpaHa

0,3 Td6-e6
0,04 Rdl-e2
0,004 Re2-d1
0,04 Rdl-c2
0,2 Rc2-c3
0,1 a2-a4
0,1 Re3-d4
0,2 Rd4-c5
0,2 b3-b4
0,1 Rcs:c6
0,1 Rc6-b^
0,6 Rbs:b4
0,6 Rb4-b5
0,7 Rbs-b4
4,4 Rb4-b5
3,0 Rbs-a5



i IIapTHH N° 4
Game N0 .4

ft :BpeMfl : Xofl : Xpj\ : BpeMfl :N? :BpeMfl : Xofl _ : Xofl :BpeMfl
xo^a:(sejiHx : Cejibix : qepHbix :qepHbix:xo^a:6ejiux : cseji_jx : qepHux -.nepm

: ( mmh . ) : : :(mhh.): :(mhh.): : :(mhh.

No. White's White's Black's Black's No. White' sWhite 's Black's Black's
of time move move time of time move move time

move

17 7 Ta4-g1 TbB-d8 8,726
27 8,2
28 3,ft

20,429
30 1,9

3,931
7,332

33 8,1
2,234

35 1,4
36 2,0
37 3,4
38 8,1
39 2,4
40 2,0
41 1,4

3,042
43 1,5
44 1,7
45 5,8
46 7,9
47 2,5
48

qepHue czjajwcß

Black resigned

i.. c

I 0,3 e2-e4 d7-d5 4,3
2 5,3 e4 : d5 DdB:ds 2,2
3 3,4 Cbl-c3 ' Dds-e6+ 3,7.
4 1,4 Ffl-e2 De6-g6 4,6
5 29,0 Cc3-d5 Dg6-d6 2,8
6 24,0 c2-c4 CgB-f6 25,5
7 10,0 Cds:f6+ e7:f6 3,2
8 8,6 d2-d4 CbB-c8 26,1
9 7,3 d4-d5 Cc6-e5 17,3

10 23,3 f2-f4 Ces-g6 23,3
II 39,6 Dde-b3 FfB-e7 225,0
12
13

19,9
10, 1

Db3-bs+
ds:c6

c7-c6
b^:c6

17,1
9,8

14 16,8 Dbs-a4 ReB-d7 79,1
15 33,6 Cgl-h3 Dd6-b4+ 28,7
16 5,2 Dq4:b4 Fe7 : b4+ 3,4
17 2,6 Fcl-d2 Fb4:d2 9,3
18 6,9. Rol :d2 TaB-b8 33,2
19 32,7 b2-b3 Rd7-c7 25,8
20 10,7 Thl-f1 ThB-dB+ 16,7
21 10,0 Fe2-d3 FcB-f5 61,0
22 7,2 Tfl-f3 Cg6-h9 154,9
23 16,7 Tf3-g3 Ffs : d3 13,6
24 3,6 Tg3+:d3 TdB:d3+ 2,2
25 1,3 Rd2 : d3 Ch4:g2 4,7

0,3 Rd3-c3 Cg2-e3

4,3 Tgl:g7 Ce3-dl+
4,3 Rc3-b4 TdB-d7
I 5 Tg7:h7 Rc7-b6
3 >4 Th7-h6 Td7-d2
5 f 5 Th6:f6 Td:a2
4 8 c4-cs+ Rb6-a6
1,4 Tf6:c6+ Ra6-b7
3,1 Tc6-f6 Ta2:h2
1,5 Tf6:f7 Rb7-c6
2,8 Tf7-f6+ Rc6-d5
5,7 Ch3-g5 Rds-d4
1,2 Cgs-f3+ Rd4-e4
1,5 Cf3:h2 Cdl-e3
1,8 Tf6-f7 Ce3-ds+
2,5 Rb4-b5 Cds«f4
1,9 Tf7:a7 Re4-d3
4,1 c5-c6 Rd3-c2
4,4 c6-c7 Rc2:b3
6,7 c7-cBQ Rb3-b2
9,0 DcB-c4 Cf4-g6
7,4 Ta7-a2+



IlapTHfl N° 5 Game No#s

X : BpeMfl : Xofl : Xpfl : BpeMfl :N? .-BpeMfl : Xo# : Xofl BpeMfl
qepHbix
(mhh.)

xo«a:6ejibix : dejiux : qepirax :qepHbix:xofla:CejiHX : dejiux : qepm.

No. White's White's Black's Black's No. White's White'-s Black's Bl
of time move
move

time of time
move

timemove move Qove

30 Cb6-ca Tb3-a3
31 CcB-b6 RgB-f8
32 Cb6-d7+ RfB-e7
33 Cd7-c5 a6-a5
34 Re2-d1 Re7-d6
35 Ccs-b7+ Rd6-c7
36 Cb7-c5 Rc7-c6
37 Rdl-d2 e6-e5

39 Re3 : d4 Ta3-a2
40 f2-f4 Ta2jg2
41 h2-h3 Tg2-b2
42 Rd4-c3 Tb2-b4

44 Rc3-d3 Tc4:cs

napiHH He flOnrpNßajiaci>
the game was not finished

* I

:( mith. ;: : ;(mkh.J: :(mmh.): (mmh.J : (mhh.; :(mhh.

I 10,0 Cbl-c3 e7-e6 26 2,0 Tel-f1 Tcl:fl+
27 2,0 Rglifl TcB-cl+
28 2,0 Hfl-e2 Tcl-b1
29 Cd7:b6 Tbl:b3

9 65,0 Dd3-b3 b7-b6
10 55,0 Ffl-d3 FfB-d6
11 130,0 Fd2-b4 Df6-e7
12 13,0 Fb4:d6 De7:d6
13 100,0 0-0 0-0
14 75,0 Db3-a3 CbB-c6
15 15,0 Da3:d6 C7:d6
16 75,0 Tfl-e1 Cc6-b4
17 13,0 Fd3-e4 d6-d5
18 10,0 Fe4-d3 TfB-c8

38 Rd2-e3 e5-d4+

43 d3-d4 Tb4-c4+
19 Cf3-e5 Fd7-b5
20 13,0 a2-a4 Fbs:d3
21 12,0 c2:d3 Cb4-c2

45 d4:cs Rc6:cs.
46 Rd3-c3 d5-dr+

22 10,0 Tal-b1 Cc2:el
23 4,0 Tbl:el TcB-c2
24 10,0 b2-b3 TaB-c8
25 10,0 Ces-d7 Tc2-c1

30,0 d2-d4 d7-d5
30,0 e2-e4 ds:e4
30,0 Cc3:e4 CgB-8i
12,0 Ce4:f6 DdB:fi
30,0 Cgl-f3 h7-h6
33,0 Ddl-d3 a7-a6
40,0 Fcl-d2 FcB-d



I

\
I

flapTHfl N° 6 Game N0. 6
l,° :BpeMH : loj\ : XO3 :BpeMfl : N° :BpeMH: Xofl : Xofl : BpeMfl

x'j£a_6ejibix : tfejiux iqepHux :qepHbix:xofla:dejibix:(sejiux : qepHbix : qepnu:

No. Wh. White's Black's Black's No. Wh. White's Black's Black'sof time move move time of time move move time
mc.Y-2 move

The game was not finished
Hrpa He OKOHqeHa

:'j£a_oejiHX : oejiux :qepHux :qepHbix:xofla:oejiHx:oejibix : qepHbix : qepnux
: (mkh. ); : :(mhh.): :(mhh.) : t Qmhh.)

T e2-e4 c7-c5 20 Ff4-e5 f?-f6
Ddl-h5 b7-b6 21 Fes-g3 e6-e5

3 Ffl-c4 e7- 0 22 "tal-b1 TcB-c5
4 Cbl-c3 CgB-f6 23 f3-f4 e5-e4
5 Dhs-f3 FcB-b7 24 Fd3-f1 TdB-c8
6 Cgl-o2 FfB-c7 25 Tel-e3 f6-f5
7 . d2-d4 0-0 26 Cg3-h4 a7-a5
8 Fcl-f4 CbB-c6 27 Ch4-e7 Tcs-c7
Q 0-0-0 cs:d4 28 Ce7-d6 Tc7-d7
10 Ce2:d4 Cc6:d4 29 Cd6-e5 RgB-f7
11 Tdl:d4 Fe7-c5 30 Te3-g3 g7-g6
12 Td4-d2 Fcs-b4 ' 31 Ffl-e2 Kf7-e6
13 Tal-e1 Cf6 : e4 32 Fes-d4 Td7-d6
Cc3:e4 d7-d5 33 Tg3-h3 h7-h5
15 Ce4-c3 ■■ Fb4:c3 34 Th3-g3 Re6-f7
16 b2:c3 TaB-c8 35 Fe2 : hs g6 : h5
17 Fc4-d3 DdB-f6 36 Tg3-g7+ Rf7-e6
18 Ff4-d6 Df6:f3 37 Tg7:bt
19 g2:f3 TfB-d8


